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Chain is book 2 of the Delinquent Rebels MC trilogy.
Book 3, Collar, is available everywhere now! SHE
WAS OFF LIMITS, UNTIL I PUT HER ON MY
LEASH. She's like no other women I've had in my
bed. Too innocent to just defile. Too good to just
ruin. But that was before I found out who her
mother's marrying… She was the biggest mistake that
I never should have let go. I've left plenty of broken
hearts behind me… But I'll be goddamned if April
wasn't the first one that made me care. Made me
feel. I never thought I'd have her hair between my
fingers again. Never thought I'd fill my lungs with her
scent again. Watch the way her curves sway with
every step. I never thought that I'd get a second
chance with her. A second chance to right the
wrongs of the past. Until I found out who her mom's
marrying. Until I found out that she's off-limits in
every way possible. I've spent my entire life defying
the rules. And no rule--is going to keep April away
from me.
My step sister just showed up at my door, It's been
years since I last saw her.I don't really know the kid
who moved in when our parents got married.It was
right before I signed on with Uncle Sam.But she
needs my help now, Because her a-hole Daddy sold
her to the mob.She's grown up to be the kind of
woman that's so right she attracts the wrong
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attention.Plump lips and a butt so big and fine.She's
sweet as candy.But all alone in the world, And if we
marry, she'll have me, To honor and protect
her.Promise death to the killer who'd only do her
wrong.I'll worship her with my body, And keep her
safe in my arms as long as we both shall live.Yeah,
we're tied. For life.Love filthy talking bikers who can
melt your panties with just a whisper? Or just a hot
AF ride on the wild side?You've come to the right
place! Tied is a full length novel with no cheating, no
cliffhanger and a guaranteed HEA!
On the outside my life seems simple. I'm an average
woman with a love for motorcycles. A high school
teacher who's a single mother. But what you don't
know is what lingers just beneath the surface... The
desires The needs. This hunger that can never be
fully satiated. Part of me knows it's bad. That I
shouldn't crave what I do. But the other half doesn't
give a fu*k. I'm split in two. Which is how I've spent
most of my life. Torn in half by conflicting emotions.
By the man I desire, but shouldn't. By the secrets
that I hide from almost everyone. Then... One day,
everything changes... My world is turned upside
down and I'm left falling... Falling toward something
special. Toward a sense of belonging that I find in
the strangest of places. With someone I never
thought I'd be with in my wildest dreams. I'm Gwen
Donovan and this is my journey to love and self
acceptance. Let's just hope, that in the end, it
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doesn't bite me in the ass. Warning: Contains
shameless adult sexual content, taboo situations,
graphic violence, profanity that'd make your
grandmother blush, a woman who has multiple
orgasms, a vast array of possible triggers including
past sexual assault so expect anything. And
whatever the hell else that makes it unsuitable for
folks under the age of 18. This is NOT a Standalone.
Part 1 of a Duology. 81k Words in Length.
I'm not supposed to want him, but I do. I'm not
supposed to need him, but I can't stop. I'm not
supposed to love him, but my heart won't listen. Most
of all? I'm definitely, under no circumstances,
supposed to sleep with him. Grant "Wrecker"
Harrison spent three years of his life locked away.
He's out and he's tired of hiding. He wants everyone,
even his father Judge President of the Death Lords
MC, to know she's his. Chelsea Weaver loves Grant
even though she knows its wrong. She knew it was
wrong when she gave him her virginity and she
knows it's still wrong three years later...because
Grant's her stepbrother and Judge is the only father
she's ever known.
"Friends with benefits, stepbrother with benefits,
what's the difference?" ----- Rule #1 - It's only
supposed to last for a week... ----- Ethan is a cocky,
arrogant jerk. He's always been that way. Why do
girls trip over their own feet just to be with him? I
don't know! I'll never understand it. Don't they realize
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he's just going to ditch them after a couple of weeks?
Yes, he can be nice when he wants to be. It's true
that he's ridiculously attractive, too. It's not like I want
to stare at him when he walks around shirtless, but
it's hard not to notice someone like him. He's got that
bad boy smile that makes you want to... Did I
mention he's my stepbrother? Ick. What? You think
I'm falling for him? Nope! It's impossible.
Stepbrother Biker's Baby Series(Bad Boy Military
Billionaire Pregnancy Romance)CreateSpace
Ky Three years ago my father walked away. Away
from our MC club, all his responsibilities, and me.
We haven't spoken since the day he handed me the
keys to the kingdom. Shoved them down my throat
was more like it. I hate him, and the new family he's
playing house with. He left his entire life behind for a
woman he barely knows. But I'm strong, resilient,
and don't need a damn soul to survive. At least,
that's what I thought...until she walked into my bar.
Kira Someone is watching me. I can feel it. I wake up
in the middle of the night freaked out of my mind,
paranoid a stranger is there. My skin prickles every
time I leave my house, because I know someone is
following me. I'm afraid. Alone. And there's only one
person left to turn to. The stepbrother I never met.
The man my stepfather speaks so highly about, but
never sees. He's the president of a notorious
motorcycle club, and exactly the kind of person I
need to protect me. Little did I know, Ky Parish,
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freakin' hates my guts. Slashes in the Snow is an
enemies to lovers, stepbrother romance, romantic
suspense (emphasis on romance) with dark
elements. Reader discretion is advised.
~Cricket~ When my family persuaded me to take
one last vacation with them after college graduation,
they had no idea that I’d just broken up with my
boyfriend. But that wasn’t my only secret. I had a
much better reason to go to visit Sturgis. . . ~Zach~
From yards away I watched Jake pick up the girl like
he had some kind of voodoo power. I was in Sturgis
with the Dust Devils to do a job and earn my patch,
not to steal a girl from the Veep’s son. But damned
if I wasn’t going to try.
REMEMBER THAT HOT OLDER GUY YOU DREAMED OF
HOOKING UP WITH IN HIGH SCHOOL, BUT NEVER GOT
TO? NOW YOU CAN. Skye Albright is starting her senior
year. Her biggest focus in life is doing well on the SAT so she
can get into a good college. Her sexy stepbrother Dante Lord
is a high school dropout turned world traveler. He hasn't been
on U.S. soil since he was 14. Skye and Dante have never
met face to face. That all changes when Dante finally comes
home for a surprise visit. From the moment Skye and Dante
meet, the sparks fly. Their mutual attraction is a scorching hot
bomb ready to go off. The last thing on their minds is the
trouble their attraction will cause for their family. It doesn't
help matters that Skye and Dante are sleeping under the
same roof. When word of Skye and Dante's illicit affair gets
out, everything blows up. Skye's life spins out of control. Their
parents freak out. But Skye and Dante can't stop themselves.
Their mutual desire is too strong. Friendships will be
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shattered. Lives will be ruined. A family will be broken. Hearts
will be torn apart. THIS IS A STANDALONE NOVEL. NO
CLIFFHANGER!! WARNING: Due to strong language and
sexual situations, this book is intended for mature readers
ages 18+
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet
with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent
for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for
the same amount of time.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover the lifechanging memoir that has inspired millions of readers through
the Academy Award®–winning actor’s unflinching honesty,
unconventional wisdom, and lessons learned the hard way
about living with greater satisfaction. NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN
“McConaughey’s book invites us to grapple with the lessons
of his life as he did—and to see that the point was never to
win, but to understand.”—Mark Manson, author of The Subtle
Art of Not Giving a F*ck I’ve been in this life for fifty years,
been trying to work out its riddle for forty-two, and been
keeping diaries of clues to that riddle for the last thirty-five.
Notes about successes and failures, joys and sorrows, things
that made me marvel, and things that made me laugh out
loud. How to be fair. How to have less stress. How to have
fun. How to hurt people less. How to get hurt less. How to be
a good man. How to have meaning in life. How to be more
me. Recently, I worked up the courage to sit down with those
diaries. I found stories I experienced, lessons I learned and
forgot, poems, prayers, prescriptions, beliefs about what
matters, some great photographs, and a whole bunch of
bumper stickers. I found a reliable theme, an approach to
living that gave me more satisfaction, at the time, and still: If
you know how, and when, to deal with life’s challenges—how
to get relative with the inevitable—you can enjoy a state of
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success I call “catching greenlights.” So I took a one-way
ticket to the desert and wrote this book: an album, a record, a
story of my life so far. This is fifty years of my sights and
seens, felts and figured-outs, cools and shamefuls. Graces,
truths, and beauties of brutality. Getting away withs, getting
caughts, and getting wets while trying to dance between the
raindrops. Hopefully, it’s medicine that tastes good, a couple
of aspirin instead of the infirmary, a spaceship to Mars without
needing your pilot’s license, going to church without having
to be born again, and laughing through the tears. It’s a love
letter. To life. It’s also a guide to catching more
greenlights—and to realizing that the yellows and reds
eventually turn green too. Good luck.
I married my stepbrother. No one is more surprised than me.
All I wanted was a quiet summer before starting college to
catch up on my books and maybe get a summer job. Then he
dropped into my life. His name is Gavin Caldwell and he's
rich, cocky, arrogant and hot. He's parading around our bridal
suite shirtless and pantless. He has no shame and I have to
pretend to be in love with him when I hate him. So why can't I
stop thinking about him?
When he discovers his brother's ex-girlfriend Sophie and his
nephew Noah are living in near poverty, tattooed biker Ruger
steps in to help them and gets more than he bargained for
when Sophie shows him just how much she wants him in her
life--and in her bed. Original. 75,000 first printing.
From the first time Hawk saw her, he knew he wanted to do
dirty things to her in his bed.Hawk, the muscled, tatted,
badass Vice President of the Insurgents Motorcycle Club,
sees women as bed warmers, nothing more. He never stays
with the same woman, and although there are plenty of
women who want to be his old lady, he wants none of that.
He doesn't date.He doesn't let chicks ride on the back of his
bike.He doesn't fall in love.And that suits him just fine until he
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meets her whose eyes light a fire in him. Problem is she's not
so easy to get into his bed. Hawk wants her. And when Hawk
wants something he takes it. Cara Minelli doesn't want to go
to the biker bar, but her friend talks her into it. Swearing off
men since she caught her fianc cheating on her right before
her wedding, she has buried herself in her career not wanting
a man in her life. Until she sees him. He is sexy, rough,
crude, and oh so very wrong for her. So why can't she stop
thinking of all the nasty things he'll do to her if she relents and
lets him in her bed?Then a vicious killer who has been
strangling women in the area focuses on Cara. Police think
bikers are involved. Can Cara set aside her trust issues and
let Hawk into her life? Hawk sees it as his job to protect what
is his...and Cara is very much his even if she doesn't know it
yet. Cara keeps her heart guarded, but when danger comes
calling, their lives collide. Hawk will stop at nothing to keep
Cara safe and make her "Property of Hawk". The Insurgents
MC series are standalone romance novels. Hawk's Property
is Book One in the series. This book contains violence, strong
language, and steamy/graphic sexual scenes. HEA. No
cliffhangers. The book is intended for readers over the age of
18.
Sometimes it's hard to keep a low profile as an attractive
woman in a casino. I was minding my own business, using
my skill to win enough money at the blackjack tables to pay
off my student debt, when I noticed someone else was
minding my business, too. He was hot, he looked ultra-rich,
and he had no reason to notice me. So why was he stalking
me from table to table? I thought I might be in trouble for
winning too much. I had no idea how sexy the trouble would
turn out to be.
Too hot to handle . . . Tabitha Allen grew up in the thick of
Chaos-the Chaos Motorcycle Club, that is. Her father is
Chaos' leader, and the club has always had her back. But
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one rider was different from the start. When Tabby was
running wild, Shy Cage was there. When tragedy tore her life
apart, he helped her piece it back together. And now, Tabby's
thinking about much more than friendship . . . Tabby is
everything Shy's ever wanted, but everything he thinks he
can't have. She's beautiful, smart, and as his friend's
daughter, untouchable. Shy never expected more than
friendship, so when Tabby indicates she wants more-much
more-he feels like the luckiest man alive. But even lucky men
can crash and burn . . .

She had lost nearly everything . . . When a terrible
tragedy left her penniless and alone, Lady Astrid
Derring did whatever it took to survive. She fired half
her staff, borrowed gowns, and subsisted on
cucumber sandwiches from the galas she attended.
She endured the wagging tongues of the ton and the
indecent proposals from noblemen who deemed her
ripe for the plucking. Finally, she finds a way to
escape the shame and restore her good name. But it
will require a dangerous journey to Scotland, where
she will come face-to-face with danger . . . and a
sinfully handsome rogue who may be the greatest
threat of all. Any gentleman would lend his hand to a
lady in distress, but handsome, rough-hewn Griffin
Shaw is no gentleman, and Astrid is far from safe in
his company. Accompanying her through the
Highlands is a small price to pay for luring her into
his bed. Entranced by her boldness, enchanted with
her beauty, he is determined to thaw her cold heart.
However, he soon finds himself wanting more than a
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brief affair with the proper lady. Nothing less than the
total surrender of her heart will satisfy him.
Charlotte, a young lawyer living in New York City,
decides to escape for the weekend to her family’s
lakeside suburban home. She expects to have the
vacation home all to herself, but at the last minute
she finds out that she will be sharing the property
with her annoying stepbrother Cody. They’ve never
gotten along and Charlotte doesn’t look forward to
spending time with him. But when Cody shows up,
it’s clear that he’s matured. They find themselves
instantly attracted to each other but unsure how to
proceed. Will Charlotte and Cody have the courage
to become intimate? Or will the taboo be too much
for them to overcome? === Search Terms:
stepbrother romance, stepsister romance,
stepsibling romance, step-brother romance, stepsister romance
Liz’s mother has remarried, to Hunter’s father, and
moved to Rochester. Her mother has pleaded with
Liz to visit so the two families can get acquainted
and be together for the holidays. Liz did not expect
to have to bail one of her new stepbrothers out of jail
as she arrived in town. Nor was she prepared for
how good looking he was. Hunter was every bit the
rugged biker, who spends his days working on
motorcycles at his shop. She is surprised even more
by the gang of outlaws that spend their day with him.
It was the first time his boys had been caught doing
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anything illegal and Hunter is grateful for Liz’s help
getting them out of trouble. On top of being beautiful,
Liz is smart and somehow good at working her way
under Hunter’s skin. Could they actually be together
though? Hunter didn’t know if it was entirely right to
want his stepsister so badly, but will it matter in the
end? === TAGS: MC Biker Romance, MC biker
romance, biker romance, motorcycle club romance,
bad boy romance, biker romance, bad boy biker
romance, Stepbrother Romance, Stepsister
Romance, Stepsibling Romance, Step-brother
Romance, Step-sister Romance, Steamy Romance,
Hot Alphas, Hot Billionaires, Billionaire Romance
Books, Office Romance, Alpha Male Romance,
Dominant Possessive Book, Contemporary Love
Sex, Forbidden Romance, Boss Romance Novels,
New Adult Romance Ebooks
3 Stepbrother Biker's Baby Series that will keep you
on the edge for hours This is a THREE STORY
STEPBROTHER ROMANCE SERIES that will
promise to keep you entertained for hours. This
Series Includes: 1. Stepbrother Biker's Baby (Book
1) 2. Stepbrother Biker's Baby (Book 2) 3.
Stepbrother Biker's Baby (Book 3)
--- You don't fuck with the club president's son.
---Tooth. Vice President of the Coffin Nails
Motorcycle Club. On a neverending quest for
vengeance. The last thing he needs is becoming a
permanent babysitter for a male hooker. Lucifer.
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Fallen. Lost. Alone. After a childhood filled with
neglect and abuse, followed by his mother's suicide,
Lucifer set out into the world alone. There was
nothing for him out there other than taking it one day
at a time. As the bastard son of the Coffin Nails club
president, Lucifer never got much fatherly love. So
when the Nails show up at the strip joint Lucifer
works in, the last thing he expects is to be put in the
custody of Tooth, the Nails Vice President famous
for his gruesome interrogation techniques. The man
proves to be the sexiest beast Lucifer has ever met.
He's also older, straight, and an itch Luci can't ever
scratch. Tooth's life came to a halt twelve years ago.
His lover got brutally murdered, police never found
the perpetrators, and all leads were dead ends. To
find peace and his own justice, Tooth joined the
Coffin Nails, but years on, he's gotten nowhere with
the case, yet still lives on with the burning fire for
revenge. Babysitting a deeply scarred teenager with
a talent for disappearing is the last thing on his
bucket list. He promised himself to never get
attached to someone like him again. To make sure
the openly gay boy is safe in the clubhouse, Tooth is
stuck keeping an eye on him. The big, blue, attention
seeking gaze is drawing Tooth in, but fucking the
president's son is a complete no-go, even when both
their feelings go beyond lust. What Tooth doesn't
know is that Lucifer might hold the key to the closure
Tooth so desperately needs. WARNING Contains
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adult content: a gritty storyline, sex, explicit
language, violence and abuse. Inappropriate use of
dental tools and milk. POSSIBLE SPOILERS:
Themes: Prostitution, Outlaw Motorcycle Club,
organized crime, homophobia, family issues, coming
out, discipline/punishment, organ snatching, hurtcomfort, age gap Genre: contemporary gay erotic
dark romance Length: ~ 125,000 words (Standalone
novel, no cliffhanger.)
For years, I had the worst crush on my stepbrother,
Cole Hunter. We used to ride bikes, skateboard and
go fishing together - now I couldn't even be in the
same room as him without my pulse racing. One
cocky half-grin from Cole would have my face
blushing while my panties melted. It was insane and completely humiliating. It was a painful secret
that I guarded fiercely. Cole was off-limits.
Forbidden. If he knew how I felt, I would die of
embarrassment. I avoided Cole for years, until one
wild night, when my best friend took me to a club. I
thought I was going to see a grunge band, but it
turned out to be a much kinkier kind of club. A club
where anything goes, and well, things got a little
crazy. Make that a lot crazy. No one would ever
know what I'd done, right? Then I discovered who
the man behind the mask really was...
- ONE LOVE. ONE MOTORCYCLE CLUB. TWO
STEPBROTHERS. - Ryder. Controlling. Ambitious.
Protective. Jed. Self-destructive. Trapped. Lonely.
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Their love? Forbidden. Taboo. All-consuming. For
Jed, the Coffin Nails Motorcycle Club is family. With
them, he learned how to think, what to enjoy, and
how to fight, but there is one thing he knows his
friends can't find about. They would never accept
him as gay, and so his life is a constant struggle with
desires that fill him with despair. Only there is a
much darker secret lurking in Jed's heart. His
feelings for his stepbrother, Ryder, go far beyond
brotherly. Trapped with a yearning that can never be
fulfilled, Jed spirals out of control and unwillingly puts
the love of his life in danger. Ryder is climbing up the
ranks. Recently promoted to Sergeant-at-arms, he
has it all: drive, respect, and the love of his biker
family. When his stepbrother gets into trouble with
the law, Ryder decides to take the blame and save
him from a long sentence. Deep inside, he knows
there is nothing he wouldn't do for Jed, but through a
desperate attempt to suppress his own hidden
desires, he might irreversibly break the man he
secretly loves. But finding out what they feel for each
other will test their loyalty to the Coffin Nails MC and
change their lives forever. Themes: Outlaw
motorcycle club, criminal activity, forbidden love,
stepbrothers, blackmail, homophobia Genre: M/M
erotic romance, suspense, drama Length:
standalone novel WARNING: Adult content that
might be considered taboo. Explicit gay sex, strong
language, violence. Reader discretion advised.
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'Losing Me, Finding You', (Triple M, Book #1) a New
Adult/Biker/Contemporary Romance Erotica Novel
Recommended for Ages 18 and Up (Book #2,
'Loving Me, Trusting You' is available now!) "Austin
Sparks crushes me against the pool table with his
hips, the roughness of his jeans rubbing against the
smoothness of my thighs as he pushes up my skirt
with his warm hands. 'Get ready for this, beautiful.' "
Twenty-one year old Amy Cross's idea of a hot
Saturday night is curling up with her favorite book
boyfriend and secretly sneaking a bottle of her
mother's wine. That is, until she meets Austin
Sparks, the biker boy with a past that burns like fire
and a gaze she can't look away from. Without
knowing what she's doing or why she's doing it, Amy
ends up on the road with Austin traveling from one
city to another while learning things she's only ever
read about in romance novels. At first it seems like
Austin is Amy's fantasy come true, but as their
journey progresses, she starts to sense that Austin is
running away from something. Amy knows that she'll
do whatever it takes to help him find himself. What
she doesn't expect is that she'll lose herself in the
process and how good it will feel to be free. Also
Available From CM Stunich -Tasting Never (New
Adult Romance) -Broken Pasts (Contemporary Adult
Romance) -She Lies Twisted (Young Adult
Paranormal Romance) -Hell Inc. (Comedic
Paranormal Romance) LOSING ME, FINDING YOU
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EXCERPT: “Austin,” I whisper as he steps forward
and uses the weight of his body to get me right
where he wants me. I want to keep kissing forever,
tasting sultry Southern boy and good manners and a
filthy f****** mouth, but I think he has other plans. “If
you don't want this,” he whispers as he grazes my
ear with his white, white teeth. “Then you better tell
me now because once I get started, I ain't gonna be
able to stop.” How unfair, I think because really,
there is no way that I can speak with scalding kisses
being pressed to the side of my neck and my
shoulder. Instead, another sound escapes my lips,
bursting out into the air like a sigh of relief. Finally, I
think. After all these years of reading about bad boys
and alpha males and delicious men with ridiculous
names, it's my turn. Mine. Mine. Sorry, Horse; Sorry,
Kellan Kyle; Sorry, Ty McCabe; Sorry, Travis
Maddox; Sorry, Gideon Cross. But I'm breaking up
with all of you. “That's what I thought.” Austin
Sparks crushes me against the pool table with his
hips, the roughness of his jeans rubbing against the
smoothness of my thighs as he pushes up my skirt
with his warm hands. “Get ready for this, beautiful.”
And then he's spinning me around, so suddenly that
my mouth opens wide and my cheek (my unbruised
one, thankfully) slams into the felt of the pool table.
Reprint. Originally published: c2002.
0?4- Don't talk to strangers. 0?4-Zak. Tattoo artist.
Independent. Doesn't do relationships.Stitch. Outlaw
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biker. Deep in the closet. Doesn't share his property.On
the day of Stitch's divorce, lust personified enters the
biker bar he's celebrating at. Tattooed all over, pierced,
confident, and hot as hellfire, Zak is the bone Stitch has
waited for life to throw him. All Stitch wants is a sniff, a
taste, a lick. What follows instead is gluttony of the most
carnal sort, and nothing will ever be the same. Forced to
hide his new love affair from the whole world, Stitch
juggles family, club life, and crime, but it's only a matter
of time until it becomes too hard.Zak moves to Lake
Valley in search of peace and quiet, but when he puts his
hand into the jaws of a Hound of Valhalla, life gets all but
simple. In order to be with Stitch, Zak's biker wet dream,
he has to crawl right back into the closet. As heated as
the relationship is, the secrets, the hiding, the violence,
jealousy, and conservative attitudes in the town rub Zak
in all the wrong ways. When pretending he doesn't know
what his man does becomes impossible, Zak needs to
decide if life with an outlaw biker is really what he
wants.As club life and the love affair collide, all that's left
in Zak and Stitch's life is mayhem.WARNING Contains
adult content: a gritty storyline, sex, explicit language,
violence and torturePOSSIBLE SPOILERS:Themes:
Outlaw Motorcycle Club, organized crime, homophobia,
family issues, coming out, first gay relationship, tattoo,
piercingGenre: contemporary homoerotic dark
romanceLength: ~ 100,000 words (Standalone novel, no
cliffhanger.)
Torment Part One is a dark, taboo, MC, contemporary
romance. How did I get here? Broken, bruised, and
mentally shattered.For most of my life, my older
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stepbrother, Shay, was my hero, my rock, and my best
friend. The one I knew I could always rely on. For many
years, I accepted everyone and everything around me.
But as I grew up, the veil was lifted, and I slowly came to
understand how f*cked up it all really is. These men, who
I considered uncles and close family friends, are
members of the dominant MC, The Celtic Beasts. Shay
is not only a proud member. He is the one they send in
to do their dirty work. For some reason, this tough,
muscled, terrifying guy, needs me to ground and comfort
him. But I have always had bigger plans. Bigger dreams.
I don't want to be trapped here, in this life that is dark,
bloody and violent. I want to get out, escape... but Shay
has other plans for me. What do you do when your
protector becomes the very root of your
torment?**Warning: This book is meant for mature
readers, 18+. Torment Part One is a dark romance and
contains scenes and situations that may be upsetting for
some readers. Includes several triggers and sensitive
material such as: domestic abuse, profanity, gang
violence, PTSD, depression, anxiety disorders, and
sexual assault. Please do not read if you are
uncomfortable with any of the above. Thank you.
Grim is a bloodthirsty killer, and he owns it. Gay in a
world of outlaw bikers, he firmly stands his ground if
anyone dares to cross him. He takes pleasure in
showing homophobes their place and fucking his way
through a life of carnage. But there is a part of him
always aching for something he cannot get. When by
chance he saves the most perfect guy he's ever met, he
is not about to let him go. Even if it means he needs to
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smother his broken bird. When a masked, bloodstained
man rescues Misha from captivity, he doesn't know if he
should thank the menacing stranger or stab him and run.
Grim is not the kind of man who takes no for an answer,
and Misha might now be in more danger than when he
was trapped as a sex slave. Misha cannot deny though
that Grim is as alluring as he is frightening, and once
Misha realizes what power his body holds over Grim, he
understands that taming the beast of a man could be
within his reach. But any possibility of a future together is
like a house of cards when Zero, the sadistic crime lord
who destroyed Misha's life, sets out to get him back. Will
the ruthless biker assassin at Misha's side be enough to
conquer the monsters from his past?
"He wasn't afraid of anything...or anyone" Suze has
always been the good girl in a family of law breakers. But
when her mom marries Red, the leader of the Triple Six
Bike Gang, she finds out what it really means to be bad.
She is now apart of the family and that means a sexy
new stepbrother Red who is no stranger to being bad.
Meeting her stepbrother Red takes some getting used to.
He is rough around the edges but when Suze finds
herself in trouble Rex is there to help, in more ways than
one. Will Suze be able to contain the beast that lies
within or will the Triple Six Motorcycle Club overrule the
good that still lies in Rex? Find out in this tale of the good
girl and her REBEL of a stepbrother. *****THIS IS A
STANDALONE. NO CLIFFHANGER***** Keywords:
alpha male, biker gang romance, motorcycle club
romance, billionaire romance, stepbrother romance free,
free romance, bad boy, Romance, urban romance, urban
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fantasy, fantasy, rebel
His real name might be Saint, but he's a monster. His
heart—if he even has one—is coated in ice. Dark. Like the
blood under his fingernails. Saint “Glacier” Nordin is the
enforcer for the Alpha Wolves Motorcycle Club and sin
for sin, he's an outlaw among outlaws. But even
monsters want to be accepted and there's a place in the
club for someone like him, a man that paints with blood
instead of oils. Glacier, he's the stuff nightmares are
made of. But I love him. Even if he's thirty and I'm only
seventeen, even if the looks he gives me are cold hell. I
want all of him: his body, his heart … and his monster.
*GLACIER is a stand-alone MC romance by bestselling
author C.M. Stunich writing as Violet Blaze, with a sexy
tattooed badass, a strong and capable heroine, and a
dark but riveting love story. This book is a spin-off of the
completed "Bad Boys MC Trilogy" starting with "Raw and
Dirty" but can be read entirely on its own.*
Damaged is book 1 of the Forbidden Desires trilogy.
Books 2 and 3, Broken and Torn are available
everywhere now! I’M NOT HERE TO SAVE HER. I’M
HERE TO MAKE HER SCREAM. She was looking for a
way out—a way to keep her head above the waters. She
had no idea it meant letting people do whatever they
wanted. To let them ruin her. To let them break her. Strip
her of her dignity and leave her a shattered, damaged
mess. She thought I might be the one who could save
her. She thought I’d be different from the rest. She has
no idea what I have planned for her. She has no idea
about the truth, but I’ll teach her. From the moment I put
the collar around her neck. The moment I pin her to the
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bed. The moment I whisper in her ear everything that
I’m going to do. She’ll know that I’m not here to save
her. I’m here to make her scream. And I can’t wait to
get started.
Talia ran away to escape her life when he mother died,
and she hasn’t been back home since, but now her dad
is insisting that she needs to return to meet his fiancée
and her son, before they become a family unit. Her
dad’s fiancée’s son is Ricky, who is just about the
coolest guy in town – a motorbike racer with a bad
attitude and a reputation that precedes him. Talia thinks
this wedding will be bad news for her father, but making
things even more complicated is the undeniable
chemistry between her and Ricky. Will they cave to
temptation, or do what is right and keep apart? And what
will happen if they do give in? One thing is for sure, the
results of touching the untouchable are bound to be
explosive… === TAGS: MC Biker Romance, MC biker
romance, biker romance, motorcycle club romance, bad
boy romance, biker romance, Stepbrother Romance,
Stepsister Romance, Stepsibling Romance, Step-brother
Romance, Step-sister Romance, Steamy Romance, Hot
Alphas, Hot Billionaires, Billionaire Romance Books,
Office Romance, Alpha Male Romance, Dominant
Possessive Book, Contemporary Love Sex, Forbidden
Romance, Boss Romance Novels, New Adult Romance
Ebooks

I'm claimed by the wrong biker.My father is the
president of the Demons MC, and I'll do anything for
them. When he asks me to marry the vile, loathsome
leader of the Rebels, I agree to help.But things get
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hard when Clutch, the tough and gorgeous enforcer
for the Demons, is assigned to protect me.I need him
to keep me safe, but I want him to stay far away. I
can't stop picturing what he could do to my body as
he strips off his shirt and sleeps on the couch.But I'm
claimed by another man, and nothing can change
that. If I give in to what I want, the war could spiral
out of control.Every time Clutch gives me that dirty
grin, I know I'm totally screwed.
Broken is book 2 of the Forbidden Desires trilogy.
Book 3, Torn, is available everywhere now! I’M NOT
HERE TO SAVE HER. I’M HERE TO MAKE HER
SCREAM. She was looking for a way out—a way to
keep her head above the waters. She had no idea it
meant letting people do whatever they wanted. To let
them ruin her. To let them break her. Strip her of her
dignity and leave her a shattered, damaged mess.
She thought I might be the one who could save her.
She thought I’d be different from the rest. She has
no idea what I have planned for her. She has no idea
about the truth, but I’ll teach her. From the moment I
put the collar around her neck. The moment I pin her
to the bed. The moment I whisper in her ear
everything that I’m going to do. She’ll know that I’m
not here to save her. I’m here to make her scream.
And I can’t wait to get started.
Sarah Mayfield now holds all the cards in her favor.
She's intelligent, sexy with just the right hint of quiet
shy girl to make any man she crosses desire her
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love. Her long black hair, curvaceous figure and
shimmering emerald eyes are every man's dream.
But Sarah has found the love of her life, in the most
unlikely of people. She now ponders a bright future,
one free of the chains of fear and reservation. Dan
Mayfield has found himself tossed head feet into
love, something he never expected. With his heart
filled to the brim with new hope and happiness, he
has secretly decided to give up his bad boy life and
settle down, wanting nothing more than spend the
rest of his days with Sarah. Though his muscular
figure, sandy blonde hair and blues still pours in the
attention, Dan now has eyes for only his true love,
dreaming of the bright future they will share. Five
day's drive still ahead and conflicts behind them,
Sarah and Dan now make their way the remainder of
Route 66, headed back home to meet with Ray,
Sarah's father and Dan's greatest male influence, to
tell him the surprising and happy news. But a sudden
illness in Sarah lands the couple in ER where she is
subjected to a series of tests. The results turn their
heads, causing the happiness of their love to
become mixed with anxious anticipation. As they
head the final miles home, each struggles with their
own mixture of hopes, fears and reservations for the
future, but with a promise that their love will last as
long as they both shall live. Will their news be too
much for Ray, the most important figure in both of
their lives? Or will this be the start of a journey in life
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together?
"Naughty girls will be punished, Mouse." College
Coed LuAnn should not be lusting over her gorgeous
stepbrother, especially when he's taken on the
temporary role of her guardian until her parents
return home from Europe. She certainly shouldn't be
calling him "daddy" and letting him take control of
her life. But when she gets kicked out of her college
dorm, Brad's the one who shows up to collect her,
and now she must answer to him… or suffer the
consequences.
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